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Schur Q-functions were originally introduced by Schur in relation to projective
representations of the symmetric group, and they can be defined combinatorially in
terms of shifted tableaux. In this paper we describe planar decompositions of shifted
tableaux into strips and use the shapes of these strips to generate pfaffians and
determinants that are equal to Schur Q-functions. As special cases we obtain the
classical pfaffian associated with Schur Q-functions, a pfaffian for skew Q-functions
due to Jozefiak and Pragacz, and a determinantal expression of Okada.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction and Background
It is well-known that the Schur Q-function and skew Schur Q-function
can be expressed in terms of pfaffians whose terms are determined by the
rows in a shifted diagram. Related determinantal results have also recently
appeared in Okada [6]. In this paper we generalize these results, planarly
decomposing shifted diagrams into geometrical objects called ‘‘strips’’ and
using the shapes of these strips to generate pfaffians and determinants. The
result uses GesselViennot methods [1], [2] as extended by Stembridge
[8] and describes a bijection between shifted tableaux and nonintersecting
m-tuples of lattice paths. This approach has also been used for classical
Schur functions and determinants, and these results appear in Hamel and
Goulden [3]. For Schur Q-functions we follow the notation of Sagan [7]
and Stembridge [8], and we refer the reader to these papers for back-
ground details. Note, however, the definition of content. The content of a
box : in a shifted diagram is the difference j&i where : lies in column j
from the left and row i from the top of the diagram (referred to as box (i, j)
where convenient).
Let * be a partition with distinct parts. As in Sagan [7] and Worley [9],
* can be interpreted geometrically as a shifted diagram. Shifted diagrams
can be filled with integers to create what are known as (shifted) tableaux.
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Consider an ordered alphabet 1$<1<2$<2<3$<. . . and fill the boxes
with elements from this alphabet such that entries weakly increase across
the rows and weakly increase down the columns, and such that the
following two rules are obeyed:
(1) For each k=1, 2, 3, ..., there is at most one k per column.
(2) For each k=1, 2, 3, ..., there is at most one k$ per row.
Let T(i, j) denote the tableau entry in box (i, j). Define the profile of a
shifted tableau to be the entries in the main diagonal boxes, i.e. T(1, 1),
T(2, 2), ..., T(n, n). Then the (skew) Schur Q-function, Q*+(X), in the
variables X=(x1 , x2 , ...) is defined as
Q*+(X)=:
T
`
: # *+
x |T(:)| , (1)
where the summation is over all skew shifted tableaux T of shape *+,
where : # *+ means : ranges over all boxes in the skew shifted diagram of
*+, and where |T(:)|=k if T(:)=k or k$. Note Q*(X)=Q*<(X) where <
denotes the empty partition.
The generating function, qm(X), is defined as
:
m0
qm(X) tm= `
i1
(1+xit) `
j1
(1&xjt) &1,
and is the generating function for a single row in a shifted tableau.
Our result is a general theorem that expresses a Schur Q-function as
the pfaffian of a matrix of Schur Q-functions (for details on pfaffians,
see Stembridge [8]). Indeed, Theorem 1.4 shows how a single Schur
Q-function can be expressed as a number of pfaffians, one of which is the
well-known pfaffian for Schur Q-functions (in the case of skew Q-functions
our family of pfaffians includes Jozefiak and Pragacz’s pfaffian for skew
Q-functions [4]). We state Theorem 1.4 now but defer the proof until
Section 2. Before we state the theorem we require the following definitions.
An additional definition, that of the function F, appears in Section 2.
These definitions follow the terminology of Hamel and Goulden [3] in
which strip and outside decomposition were defined for standard shape
diagrams.
Definition 1.1. A strip in a shifted diagram of skew shape is a skew
diagram with an edgewise connected set of boxes that contains no 2_2
block of boxes.
We say a strip ‘‘starts’’ at a box (called the starting box) if that box is
the bottommost and leftmost in the strip, and a strip ‘‘ends’’ at a box
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(called the ending box) if that box is the topmost and rightmost in the strip.
We also say a box is ‘‘approached from the left’’ if either there is a box
immediately to its left or the box is on the left perimeter of the diagram,
and a box is ‘‘approached from below’’ if either there is a box immediately
below it or the box is on the bottom perimeter of the diagram.
Definition 1.2. Suppose %1 , %2 , ..., %m are strips in a skew shifted
diagram of *+ and each strip has a starting box on the left or bottom
perimeter of the diagram and an ending box on the right or top perimeter
of the diagram. Then if the disjoint union of these strips is the skew shifted
diagram of *+, we say the totally ordered set (%1 , %2 , ..., %m) is a ( planar)
outside decomposition of *+.
Given a shifted diagram, an outside decomposition of that shifted
diagram, and a filling of the shifted diagram with integers to form a shifted
tableau, then the portion of the shifted tableau that corresponds to a strip
in the outside decomposition forms a tableau of strip shape.
The restrictions of Definition 1.2 force the following property:
Property 1.3. Boxes of the same content are approached from the
same direction in their respective strips; that is, they are either all
approached from below or all approached from the left.
Our main result involves a determinant whose (i, j) entry is defined in
terms of the noncommutative operator *. The strip %i*%j is defined by
superimposing %i and %j in the following way:
Case I. Suppose %i and %j have some boxes with the same content.
Slide %i along top-left-to-bottom-right diagonals so that the box of content
k in %i is superimposed on the box of content k in %j for all k. This proce-
dure is well-defined by Property 1.3. Define %i *%j to be the diagram
obtained from this superposition by taking all boxes between the ending
box of %i and the starting box of %j inclusive.
Case II. Suppose %i and %j are two disconnected pieces (and thus do
not have any boxes of the same content). The starting box of one will be
to the right andor above the ending box of the other. ‘‘Bridge the gap’’
Fig. 1. Example of an outside decomposition.
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between %i and %j by inserting boxes from the ending box of one to the
starting box of the other so that these inserted boxes follow the arrange-
ment dictated by other boxes of the same content in the outside decom-
position (Property 1.3 ensures the boxes of the same content are arranged
in the same way). If there is a content for which there is no box of that
content in the diagram (and therefore no determination of the direction
from which the box is approached), then bridge those parts of the gap by
deciding from which direction a box of this content should be approached
and fixing this choice for that particular diagram. Define %i*%j as in
Case I with the following additional conventions. If, when slid, the ending
box of %i shares a bottom edge or left edge of the starting box of %j (e.g.
%i=%1 and %j=%5 in Fig. 1), then %i *%j=<. If the ending box of %i does
not touch but still occurs before (that is, below or to the left of) the starting
box of %j , %i *%j is undefined.
An example of %i *%j can be found in Figure 2.
Given %i , define ui=(d&c+1, 0) if %i has ending box on the top
perimeter in box (c, d ) of the shifted diagram, or ui=(d&c+1, ) if %i
has ending box on the right perimeter in box (c, d ) of the shifted diagram
(ui=(d&c+1, ), if both).
Theorem 1.4. Let * and + be partitions with distinct parts. Let %=
%1 , %2 , ..., %k , %k+1 , ..., %m be an outside decomposition of the shifted diagram
*+ where %i, 1ik, includes a box of the main diagonal of the diagram
Fig. 2. Examples of Case I and Case II using strips from Fig. 4.
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and %i , k+1im, does not. If 2m&k is odd, define %0=< and replace
% by %0 _ %. Then
Q*+ (X)=pf _ Q&HT
H
0 & ,
where Q=[F(%i , %j)(X)], 1i, jm for ui=(d&c+1, 0) if strip i has
ending box on the top perimeter in box (c, d ) of the shifted diagram or
ui=(d&c+1, ) if strip i has ending box on the right perimeter in box
(c, d ) of the diagram (ui=(d&c+1, ) if both), i=1, ..., m, and
H=[Q%i*%m+k+1&j (X)], 1im, k+1jm.
The following two corollaries give the previously known pfaffian expres-
sions for Schur Q-functions. Both of these corollaries have previously been
proved by Stembridge using lattice paths [8].
Theorem 1.5. Let * be a partition consisting of l distinct parts. If l is
odd, then define *l+1=0 and replace l by l+1. We have
Q*(X)=pf [Q(*i, *j)(X)]1i<jl .
Proof. Theorem 1.4 with outside decomposition %=(*1 , *2 , ..., *l) and
+=<. K
Theorem 1.6 (Jozefiak and Pragacz [4]). Let * and + be partitions with
distinct parts and of lengths l and m respectively. If l+m is odd, then define
*l+1=0 and replace l by l+1, so that l+m is even. We have
Q*+ (X)=pf _ Q&HT
H
0 &
where Q=[Q(*i , *j)(X)] for 1i, jl and H=[Q*i&+m&j+1(X)] for 1il,
1jm.
Proof. Theorem 1.4 with outside decomposition %=(*1&+1 , ..., *m&+m ,
*m+1 , ... , *l). K
2. Proof of Main Result
This section proves the main result of this paper, a result that
demonstrates the connection between outside decompositions, pfaffians,
and Schur Q-functions. The statement of Theorem 1.4 shows how every
outside decomposition of a shifted diagram gives rise to a pfaffian, and the
proof of Theorem 1.4 further establishes that the pfaffian is equal to the
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Schur Q-function defined by the shifted diagram that was originally decom-
posed. The proof is combinatorial and is based on an application of
Theorem 3.2 of Stembridge [8].
We first describe the lattice path environment. Label the y-axis with
0, 12 , 1$, 1
1
2$, 1, 1
1
2 , 2$, 2
1
2 $, 2, ... . Define lattice paths with five types of
permissible steps: upvertical steps that increase the ycoordinate by 1;
downvertical steps that decrease the y-coordinate by 1; righthorizontal
steps (called horizontal) that increase the xcoordinate by 1; up-diagonal
steps from unprimed levels to primed levels that increase the x-coordinate
by 1 and increase the y-coordinate by 1; and down-diagonal steps from
primed levels to unprimed levels that increase the x-coordinate by 1 and
decrease the y-coordinate by 1. We also distinguish between horizontal
steps at primed levels and horizontal steps at unprimed levels. The steps
are subject to the following additional restrictions: a down-vertical step
must not precede an up-vertical step, an up-vertical step must not precede
a down-vertical step, an up-vertical step must not precede a horizontal step
at a primed level, an up-vertical step must not precede a down-diagonal
step, a down-vertical step must not precede a horizontal step at an
unprimed level, and a down-vertical step must not precede an up-diagonal
step. We also require that all steps between lines x=c and x=c+1 for all
c are either (1) horizontal at primed levels or down-diagonal, or (2)
horizontal at unprimed levels or up-diagonal. The determination of
whether the steps are of type (1) or (2) is made by the outside decomposi-
tion: if boxes of content d are approached from the left, then steps between
x=d and x=d+1 must be of type (2); if the boxes of content d are
approached from below, then steps between x=d and x=d+1 must be of
type 1).
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 1.4, we define another type
of function below in Eq. (2). Let %=(%1 , %2 , ..., %m) be an outside decom-
position of a shifted diagram. Define \ to be the strip consisting of
the single box in position (1, 1). Given %i , let ui be as defined before
the statement of Theorem 1.4. Let I be the set of coordinates of the form
(0, a) where a # [0< 12<1$<1
1
2$<1<1
1
2<2$< } } } ] and where the total
ordering on I is defined as (0, a)<(0, b) if a<b. Define
F(%i , %j)(X)= :
v1<v2 # I
Q%i *\(X
v1) Q%j *\(X
v2)&Q%i *\(X
v2) Q%j *\(X
v1), (2)
where Q: (X k) is the generating function generated by the set of tableaux
of strip shape : where the starting box contains an integer k if the starting
box is approached from the left, or k if it is approached from below, and
where the sum extends to all pairs for which v1 precedes v2 in the ordering
of I. If i=j, note this sum is zero. Also note F(%j , %i)(X)= &F (%i , %j)(X) if i j.
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The basic idea behind the definition of the function F is as follows.
Suppose we are given two starting points v1 and v2 on the y-axis and two
ending points ui and uj to the right of v1 and v2 . Then the generating
function for all paths between any two vk , ul , k=1, 2, l=i, j, of these
points is
Q%l*\(X
vk)
since the path must start at vk and must follow the restrictions of %l because
it ends at ul . Hence, by GesselViennot theory [1], [2] given v1 , v2 , ui , uj ,
the generating function for all nonintersecting paths between these points
can be expressed as a determinant,
det _Q%i *\(X
v1) Q%i*\(X
v2)
Q%j *\(X
v1) Q%j *\(X
v2)& .
Summing this determinant over all choices of v1 and v2 gives the right hand
side of the expression for F.
Thus given %i and %j in an outside decomposition, F is the generating
function for all pairs of nonintersecting paths which end at ui and uj and
which have a shape dictated by the outside decomposition which includes
%i and %j .
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Consider an outside decomposition %=
(%1 , ..., %m) of *+. We will construct a nonintersecting m-tuple of lattice
paths that correspond to a shifted tableau of shape *+ with outside decom-
position %. See the example in Fig. 4. Fix starting points I=[(0, 12), (0, 1$),
(0, 112 $), (0, 1), (0, 1
1
2), (0, 2$), (0, 2
1
2 $), ...] (for a justification of the
necessity of the half-points, see Stembridge [8]) and vk+i=(t&s, 0) if strip
k+i has starting box on the left perimeter in box (s, t) of the shifted
diagram, or vk+i=(t&s, ) if strip k+i has starting box on the bottom
perimeter in box (s, t) of the shifted diagram (vk+i=(t&s, 0) if both),
i=1, ..., m&k. Fix ending points ui=(d&c+1, 0) if strip i has ending box
on the top perimeter in box (c, d ) of the shifted diagram or ui=
(d&c+1, ) if strip i has ending box on the right perimeter in box (c, d )
of the diagram (ui=(d&c+1, ) if both), i=1, ..., m. If 2m+k is odd,
adjoin the ‘‘phantom vertex’’ um+1=(0, ) for %0 and let I=I _ [um+1].
Note F(%i , %0)(X)=Q%i(X), and with regard to calculating %0 *%i and
%i *%0 , %0 is considered to be a null strip (see Hamel and Goulden [3])
and is considered to have a content &1 ending box. Physically %0 may be
located in the diagram by adjoining the left edge of the (n+1, n+1) box
(where * has n parts). This geometric interpretation is consistent with the
idea of %0 being the n+1st part of *, i.e. *n+1=0.
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Given a shifted tableau of shape *+ with an outside decomposition, we
can construct an m-tuple of nonintersecting lattice paths. For each strip
construct a path as follows: if a box containing i and at coordinates (a, b)
in the shifted diagram is approached from the left in the strip, put a
horizontal step from (a&b, i) to (a&b+1, i); if it is approached from
below, put a down-diagonal step from (a&b, (i+1)$) to (a&b+1, i). If a
box of nonzero content containing i $ and at coordinates (a, b) in the shifted
diagram is approached from the left in the strip, put an up-diagonal step
from (a&b, i&1) to (a&b+1, i $) (if a box of zero content containing i $
is approached from the left in the strip (i.e. on the left perimeter), put an
up-diagonal step from (0, (i&1) 12) to (0, i $)); if a box containing i $
is approached from below, put a horizontal step from (a&b, i $) to
(a&b+1, i $). Connect these steps with vertical steps. It is routine to verify
that there is a unique way of doing this. Consider, for example, strip %4 in
Fig. 4. We show how to obtain a path from it. This strip’s starting box is
of content 0, contains 5, and is on the left perimeter of the diagram
(actually it is on both the left perimeter and the bottom perimeter, but by
convention we will consider it as being on the left perimeter), hence the
path starts at (0, 5). The integers in the boxes of the strip are 5, 5$, 3, 4$, 5$,
and 4; hence the path has nonvertical steps ending at y-coordinates 5, 5$,
3, 4$, 5$ and 4 in that order. The first box containing 5$ is the only box
approached from below containing a primed integer, hence the step corre-
sponding to it is the only horizontal step at a primed level. Similar
arguments determine the other steps. The ending box for the strip is of
content 5 and ends on the top perimeter, so the path ends at (6, 0).
Now we verify that if an m-tuple of lattice paths is intersecting, it does
not correspond to a tableau. The essential reasons for this are the row and
column weakness conditions in the tableau and the restriction that only
one k$ occurs in any row and only one k occurs in any column. The
argument is essentially the same as one for Schur functions, and hence we
refer to reader to Hamel and Goulden [3] for a detailed consideration.
The construction described above for generating paths given tableaux is
reversible, and now we verify that a nonintersecting m-tuple of lattice paths
obeying the path conditions set out above corresponds to a shifted tableau
and an outside decomposition where each path in the nonintersecting
m-tuple gives rise to a tableau of strip shape. The choice of the starting and
ending points and the restrictions on the steps ensure that the m-tuple
corresponds to the shifted diagram of the partition, but we must show
entries obey the rules governing tableaux for Schur Q-functions. By an
argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of Hamel and
Goulden [3], an individual lattice path corresponds to a strip in the
following manner. We place an s (resp. s$) in the bth box of strip i if the
bth nonvertical step in path i ends at height s (resp. s$). Let T(l, j) denote
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the entry in box (l, j) of the tableau. It is routine to verify that the presence
of up-diagonals limits us to at most one j $ per row, while the presence of
down-diagonals limits us to at most one j per column. We claim T(l, j)
T(l, j+1) (row weakness). Suppose the step : between x=c and x=c+1
corresponding to T(l, j) ends at height t (resp. t$). If step ; between
x=c+1 and x=c+2 corresponding to T(l, j+1) is in the same path,
then ; must be a horizontal step if T(l, j+1) is unprimed, and must be an
up-diagonal step if T(l, j+1) is primed. Since these two types of steps are
preceded by up-vertical steps if by any verticals at all, they must occur at
a height greater than or equal to t (resp. t$).
Suppose now ; is in a different path. Since : ends at t (resp. t$), ; must
start at a height greater than or equal to height (t+1)$ (resp. t) to avoid
intersection. So T(l, j)=t (resp. t$), T(l, j)+1t (resp. t), i.e. it must
start at (t+1)$ (resp. t) but could be down-diagonal and end at t (resp.
horizontal and end at t). So T(l, j)T(l, j+1).
We claim T(l, j)T(l+1, j) (column weakness). Suppose the step :
between x=c and x=c+1 corresponding to T(l, j) ends at height t (resp.
t$). If the step ; between x=c&1 and x=c corresponding to T(l+1, j) is
in the same path, then ; must end above or on the same level as :, since
: is approached from above or at the same height in the path. Hence
T(l+1, j)T(l, j).
Suppose now ; is in a different path. Since : starts at (t+1)$, t, or t$
(resp. t, t$, or (t&1)), ; must end at a height greater than or equal to t
(resp. t$) to avoid intersection. So T(l, j)=t (resp. t$), T(l+1, j)t
(resp. t$). So T(l, j)T(l+1, j).
For each horizontal or diagonal step ending at (i, j) or (i, j $), choose a
weight of xj . For each vertical step, regardless of position, choose a weight
of one. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between lattice paths
and tableaux whose shape is a strip, the generating function for these
lattice paths is the Schur Q-function for the shape of the strip.
The proof follows by the well-known GesselViennot lattice path
procedure as generalized by Stembridge [8, Theorem 3.2]. To invoke
Stembridge’s theorem, we must verify that any m-tuple such that uk+i
is not matched to vk+i for i=1, ..., m&k or such that ui is matched to
(0, t) (where t could stand for a primed integer) and uj is matched to
(0, s) (where s could stand for a primed integer) for 1i< jk, s<t,
necessarily contains an intersection; however, this is routine. Note that the
step restrictions given before the proof define the underlying acyclic
digraph in use in Stembridge’s theorem. This digraph is defined by the out-
side decomposition as follows. Vertices are all integer lattice points and
(0, i 12) for all integer and primed integer i. There are edges from (0, j
1
2) to
(1, ( j+1)$) for all integer and primed integer i and j. If boxes of content
d are approached from the left, there are up-vertical edges from (d, k$) to
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Fig. 3. Example of the underlying digraph determined by the outside decomposition in Fig. 4.
(d, k) and from (d, k&1) to (d, k$) for all unprimed k. If boxes of content
d are approached from below, there are down-vertical edges from (d, k) to
(d, k$) and from (d, k$) to (d, k&1) for all unprimed k. If boxes of con-
tent d are approached from the left, then there is a horizontal edge from
(d, k) to (d+1, k) and and edge from (d, k) to (d+1, (k+1)$) for all
unprimed k. If boxes of content d are approached from below, there is an
edge from (d, k$) to (d+1, k$) and an edge from (d, k$) to (d+1, k&1) for
unprimed k. See Fig. 3. K
Fig. 4. A 6-tuple of lattice paths that illustrates the theorem.
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The following matrices are of the type produced by Theorem 1.4. The
corresponding outside decomposition and lattice paths are given below in
Fig. 4. Note the shape decomposed is *=(9, 6, 4, 2), with %1=1, %2=1, 1,
%3=3, 1, 1, %4=3, 3, 1, 12, %5=2, 1, %6=3, 1 and u1=(1, 0), u2=(2, 0),
u3=(5, 0), u4=(6, 0), u5=(4, ), and u6=(9, ).
Q=
\
0 F1, 11 F1, 311 F1, 33112 F1, 21 F1, 31
+ .
&F1, 11 0 F11, 311 F11, 33112 F11, 21 F11,31
&F1, 311 &F11, 311 0 F311, 33112 F311,21 F311, 31
&F1, 33112 &F11,33112 &F311, 33112 0 F33112, 21 F33112,31
&F1, 21 &F11, 21 &F311, 21 &F33112,21 0 F21,31
&F1, 31 &F11, 31 &F311, 31 &F33112,321 &F21, 31 0
H=\
1 0
+ .
Q1 0
Q31 1
Q3312 Q1
Q21 0
Q533122 Q31
3. Determinantal Results
Using the same lattice path set-up as in the proof of Theorem 1.4 we can
derive a determinantal result for Schur Q-functions. Some determinantal
results for Schur Q-functionsand indeed for more general types of
functionsappear in Okada [6]. They are stated in terms of plane parti-
tions and concern only decompositions into rows. The results presented
here are generalizations of this work of Okada [6] to arbitrary skew shape
and to arbitrary outside decompositions.
Theorem 3.1. Let *=(*1 , ..., *l) and +=(+1 , ..., +m) be partitions with
distinct nonzero parts, and let %=(%1 , %2 , ..., %k) be an outside decomposition
of *+ such that %1 , ..., %l&m each contain a content 0 box and the remaining
%i do not.
Then,
Q*+(X)= :
a1<a2< } } } <al&m
det[A b B],
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where
A=(x |aj | Q%i *%j&1(X
aj))1ik ; 1jl&m
for %i*%j&1 representing the strip %i*%j with the starting box removed
(since it is constrained to contain aj and is counted by the x |aj | ), and
B=(Q%i *%j (X))1ik ; l&m+1jk ,
and where the sum is over all strictly increasing sequences a=(a1 , ... al&m)
of integers chosen from 1$<1<2$<2< } } } .
Proof. Let a1 , a2 , ..., al&m be the set of elements in the boxes of content
0 (i.e. the boxes on the main diagonal) of the shifted tableau. Use the same
lattice path set-up as for Theorem 1.4 except that paths that correspond to
strips containing a box from the main diagonal of the diagram are con-
strained to have as first step either a horizontal step from (0, :) to (1, :)
where : is unprimed and is the element in the box on the main diagonal,
or an up-diagonal step from (0, (:&1) 12) to (1, :) where : is primed and
is the element in the box on the main diagonal. A GesselViennot argu-
ment similar to that of Theorem 1.4 but designed for determinants (eg. the
sign comes from a permutation, not a 1-factor) provides a proof. This can
be accomplished by invoking Theorem 1.2 of Stembridge [8]. Summing
over all permissible sequences a we obtain the full generality of the right
hand side. K
As mentioned above, Okada [6] contains a special case of Theorem 3.1.
This result is stated in the language of plane partitions but may be restated
in terms of standard shape partitions as Corollary 3.2 below.
Corollary 3.2 (Okada [6]). Let *=(*1 , ..., *l) be a standard shape
partition. Then
Q*(X)= :
a1<a2< } } } <al
det[x |aj | Q*i&1(x |aj | , x ( |aj |+1)$ , x |aj |+1 , ...)].
Proof. Theorem 3.1 with outside decomposition %=(*1 , *2 , ..., *l) and
+=<. K
The results of Theorems 1.4 and 3.1 are also valid for Schur P-functions
(functions generated by shifted tableaux with unprimed profile), but we
omit the proofs since they are so similar to the results for Schur
Q-functions (see Macdonald [5] or Sagan [7] for a detailed definition and
discussion of Schur P-functions).
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Additionally, the total order on [1, 2, ..., 1$, 2$, ...] chosen here is not the
only total order for which a version of Theorem 1.4 can be proved. In
fact, any total order on [1, 2, ..., 1$, 2$ ...] that preserves 1<2< } } } and
1$<2$< } } } (i.e. a total order in which [1, 2, ...] and [1$, 2$, ...] are chains)
will give a result; however, again we omit the details as they are routine.
Such a result is a generalization of results of Okada [6] who defines his
results in terms of arbitrary total order and the corresponding general
generating functions.
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